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PAUL DAMIAN
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Republican
OCCUPATION: ComPuter

Architect
OCCUPATIONAL

BACKGROUND: Electrical
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EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND: BSEE PUTdUE

UNIVETS|IY;

Portland State UniversitY
PRIOR GOVERNMENTAL EXPERIENCE: None

I'm not a Republlcan. I'm an Independent voter from Newberg'
The election systern in Oregon and across the nation is failing.

Increasingly, the two-party piimary system doesn't guarantee viciory for thL best candidates. The Fepublican prirnary in particular,
ls a t<illing field for electable Republicans. Others have suggested

to open their primaries to
lndependents. t woujd like to propose true election reform that
will insure fair elections without butchering the constitution 'any

that we force major parties
f

u

rther.

A NominatinE Election
lnstead of conducting two primaries, we should select the top two
candidates for each bttice in a single open Nominating Election.
lf all voters and candidates are allowed to participate, we can
guarantee everyone an equal opportunity to vote ?.nd limit the
ilumber of candidates on the general election ballot. In most
cases, major party nominees will win and advance, but this isn't
guaranteed. Each candidate must earn his/her spot on the
general election ballot in a fair fight.

Multiple Endorsements
In an open election, two candidates with similar views can lose
the election by splitting a single block of votes. Allowing multiple
endorsements per office will solve this problem. lf there are several candidates for one otf ice, each voter Pnay choose to endorse
just one candidate, two or more, or none. The results are tallied
as a percentage of the total ballots cast, so it is possible for several candidates to garner more than SAY' of the vote. lt is also
possible for no candidate to garner 5A% of the vote. Nonetheless,
ifre top two candidates advance to the general election.

Presidential Elections
Eventually, we need to abandon the major party plimary/caucus
system anO establish a series of nominating elections nationwide
t6 determine the top two presidentia! candidates. Rather than
accumulating convention delegates, candidates accumulate the
endorsements from individual voters.
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